Errata

The publisher regrets the following errors, which will be corrected in the next printing. Should additional significant errors be identified, corrections will be posted on the title support page for this volume at www.hackettpublishing.com.

pp. vii and 163, heading for Chapter Twenty-Four: for in 23 and the Sierra Morena read in the Sierra Morena

p. xxxiii, line 6: for Viedma; the tale of Leandra read Viedma; and the tale of Leandra

p. xl, line 10: for heeding the proverb that “those who live . . .” read heeding the proverb “those who live . . .”

p. xli, line 14: for in Quixote read in the Quixote

p. xli, line 5: for widespread among his fellow countrymen meant that read illiteracy was widespread among his fellow countrymen, which meant that

p. 17, line 1 (and footnote 2, line 2): for no intention to recall read no intention of recalling

p. 19, footnote 6, line 1: for sonadas soñadas inversiones read sonadas soñadas invenciones

p. 21, footnote 14, line 2: for with Le (The) read with La (The)

p. 21, footnote 14, line 3: for La Havre read Le Havre

p. 114, 4 lines from bottom: for because as he read because he

p. 122, 14 lines from bottom: for I am only a Bachelor, my name read I am only a Bachelor, and my name

p. 184, lines 7–8: for was to pray to commend himself to God, but what can I use for the rosary that I lack?” read was to pray and commend himself to God, but what can I use for the rosary I lack?” (see footnote 1)

p. 251, line 21: for her feet had had [sic] the appearance of read her feet looked like pieces of

p. 278, line 4: for and little by little and began to read and little by little began to

p. 294, 9 lines from bottom: for and at night he will have a roof over his head at night read and at night he will have a roof over his head

p. 397, lines 1 through 3 should be set on four lines as follows:

THE ACADEMICS OF ARGAMASILLA, A VILLAGE OF LA MANCHA, ON THE LIFE AND DEATH OF THE VALIANT DON QUIXOTE OF LA MANCHA

HOC SCRIPSERUNT

MONICONGO, ACADEMICIAN OF ARGAMASILLA, ON THE TOMB OF DON QUIXOTE

p. 471, footnote: for Pyles read Pylades

p. 498, 4 lines from bottom: for our lord the king read our lord the king’s

p. 513, line 11: for saw him for read saw him

p. 520, 17 lines from bottom: for there were an endless number read there was an endless number

p. 558, lines 8 and 9: for It deals with Gaiferos’ freeing his lordship Don of his wife Melisendra read It deals with his lordship Don Gaiferos’ freeing of his wife Melisendra

p. 569, 4 lines from bottom: for «prudent man . . .» read «a prudent man . . .»

p. 593, 14 lines from bottom: for off, performed read off, they performed

p. 607, last 2 lines: read open angle quote («) before a good and insert closed angle quote (») after home

p. 625, footnote 4, 12 lines up: quisieredicímo should be quisieredímo

p. 676, line 11: for to inflict a read to inflict some

p. 678, 15 lines from bottom: for why so read why

p. 684, 5th line from bottom: delete question mark

p. 702, line 17: for a hidalgo read an hidalgo

p. 737, last line: for neither younger read no younger

p. 751, two lines from bottom: for friend, and sworn enemy read friend and sworn enemy

p. 753, line 24: for “Well, isn’t true,” read “Well, isn’t it true,”

p. 761, line 9: for and then appear read and then have him appear

p. 768, 16 lines from bottom: for but fearing read but feared

p. 800, 1st paragraph (after verses), 6th line: for Radamanthus, who sits read Radamanthus, who sit

p. 803, 14 lines from bottom: for after informing himself, learning read after informing himself